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RESUMO

Singularidades reais que possuem fibragao de Milnor 55.0 raras, e 1150

ocorrem em geral. Um método para construir tais singularidades é
discutido em [8,9].
Nestc artigo, usamos rcsultados da Leoria de singularidades para

transformar a propricdadc dc “satisfazer uma condigao de Milnor”,
cm um problema de determinagao finita dos germes de aplicagées que
definem as singularidades. Estes resultados sao aplicados as famflias
discutidas em [8,9] para mostrar que deformagées de ordem suficien-
temente alta dessas singularidades também satisfazem a condigéo de
Milnor. Os resultados de [6,7] sao entao utilizados para a obtengao de
estimativas precisas da ordem de tais perturbaqées para 0 case das sin—

gularidadcs homogéncas c quasc-homogéncas. Finalmcnte, na liltima
soqao, resultados semelhantes sao discutidos para campos vetorias (le
“ tipo Morse”, no sentido do [1].



ON REAL SINGULARITIES WHICH FIBER AS
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ABSTRACT. Real singularities which have an associated “Milnor
fibration” are rare, in the sense that there are not “too many” of
them. A method for constructing such singularities was found in
[8,9]. In this article we use results on singularity theory to trans-
late the property of “satisfying Milnor’s condition” into a problem
of finite determinacy of map-germs. We then apply these results
to the singularities of [8,9] to show that these form a “robust” fam-
ily, in the sense that sufficiently high order deformations of them
also satisfy Milnor’s condition. We then use the results of [6,7] to
give precise estimates on the orders of the perturbations that we
can allow in the homogeneous and weighted homogeneous cases.
Finally, in the last section we make similar considerations for the
vector fields of ”Morse type”, in the sense of [1]. These are germs
of holomorphic vector fields whose phase portrait has a very nice
topological description.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known [5] that if

f: (C"+1,0) —) (C,0),
is a holomorphic function with a critical point at 0, then for every
sufficiently small sphere 85 centered at 0, the function

f 1
d) = -——- : S — K —> S ,IIf|| e

is the projection map of a locally trivial fiber bundle, where K =
f‘1(0) 0 S5 is the link of 0. This is the Milnor fibration of f.
Milnor also proved, in the last chapter of his book, a fibration theorem
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for real singularities. He proved that if

f : (R",0) ——) (R”,0), n > p.
is a real analytic map such that its J acobian matrix Df has rank p on
a punctured neighbourhood of 0 G R", then one has a locally trivial
fibre bundle

¢:SE—K—)S”"1,
where «SE is now a small sphere in IR" and K = f ‘1(0) 0 Se is the link
of 0. Alas, the hypothesis of Df having maximal rank everywhere near
0 is too strong, and as Milnor pointed out in his book, it is difficult to
find examples of such functions. In fact Milnor asks whether there exist
“non-trivial” examples when p = 2, others than the holomorphic ones.
This was answered positively by Looijenga in [4] by proving an existence
theorem, but he did not give explicit singularities which satisfy Milnor’s
hypothesis. A method for constructing such singularities was recently
given in [8,9]: Given real analytic vector fields F and X in C" 8 R2",
one has the real analytic map,

11

we) =< F(z),X(z> >= Zia-(z) me),
i=1

and it turns out that there are infinite families of such vector fields for
which the function 1M:x satisfies Milnor’s hypothesis, for all n > 1.
In this note we prove that satisfying Milnor’s condition at 0 is a

“robust” phenomenon for vector fields F and X , in the sense that if
these vector fields are such that the function ¢F,X satisfies Milnor’s
condition, then any perturbation of them of sufficiently high order will
produce vector fields for which the corresponding funtion rb also satisfies
Milnor’s condition.
In the last section, we consider vector fields “ of Morse type”, in the

sense of [1]. This is a weaker condition than satisfying Milnor’s con-
dition. This means essentially that the function ¢F,x is a submersion
restricted to a punctured neighbourhood of 0 in the (singular) variety
M = 1pm x"1(0) . For the sake of geometry, we restrict to the case en-
visaged in [1], where X is the radial vector field (zl, 22, . . . ,zn) (up to a
linear automorphism given by a hermitian matrix) and the vector field
F is holomorphic. In this case the variety M is the set of points where
the holomorphic foliation defined by F is tangent to the foliation de-
fined by all spheres centered at the origin. Vector fields of Morse type
have a nice description of their phase portrait ([1]), since in this case
the function “distance to 0” is a Morse function on each leaf of F.
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2. ABOUT MILNOR’S CONDITION

Let C’(n,p) be the space of smooth map-germs from (R",O) into
(RF, 0), and let J"(n, p) be the set of k-jets {jk} of elements of C’(n,p).
Let R be the group of germs of Cm-diffeomorphisms (Rn , 0) —+ (R" , 0);
’R, acts on C(n, p) by composition on the right. An element f G C(n,p)
is k-R-determined if the R-orbit of f contains all germs whose k-jet
at 0 coincides with the k—jet of f. Similarly, one has the group C’-
R, of local diffeomorphisms of class C‘, l > 0 or homeomorphisms
if l = 0, which acts on the corresponding space C’(n,p). We will
consider rather the induced equivalence relation on C’(n,p) and the
corresponding notion of k-Cl-R-determinacy. One says that f is C’-
R-finitely determined if it is k-Cl-R-determined for some k.
Let In(f ) be the ideal of C'(n) generated by the p x p—minors of the

J acobian matrix of f and N1;( f ) = det{(dfz)(dfz)‘} = sum of squares of
p x p-minors of dfx. We say that NR( f) satisfies a Lojasiewicz condition
of order r (> 0) if there exists a constant c > 0 such that NR(f ) 2 c|a:|'.
The condition that f be Cl-R-finitely determined for 0 _<_ l < 00 is

equivalent to the condition that NR(f ) satisfies a Lojasiewicz condition
for some r. Moreover, this inequality provides precise estimates for
the degree of Cl-R-determinacy of f. This result was discovered by
Kuo in [2], for the case p=1. The extension to higher dimensions was
considered by many authors.(See [11] for a complete account on the
subject, and [6] for precise estimates for the degree of Cl-determinacy
off)

Definition 2.1. Let f E C’(n,p) be analytic. We say that f satisfies
Milnor’s condition at 0 if its J acobian Matrix Df has rank p everywhere
on a punctured neighbourhood of 0 e R".

The theorem below is implicit in [11] (see also [6], Proposition 2.4.d):

Theorem 2.1. Let f E C(n,p) be analytic. Then f satisfies Milnor’s
condition at 0 if and only if f is Cl-R-finitely determined for every
1 E [0, 00).

Proof:
For analytic germs, NR(f ) satisfies a Lojasiewicz condition at zero

if and only if the variety of the ideal IR(f ) reduces to 0 ([11], Lemma
6.2), and this is clearly equivalent to the Milnor’s condition for f. Now,
the result follows for instance, from [6], proposition 2.4.
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Let F and X be germs of real analytic vector fields in (C",O), and
define the real analytic map Wax E C(2n, 2) given by

wax = Z Fl(2!)
i=1

The two vector fields F and X are complex orthogonal at a point 2
if and only if 1/Jp'7X vanishes. Otherwise this function is, in some sense,
measuring how far these two vectors are from being orthogonal. More
precisely, if we let XT be the real orthogonal complement of X(z), so
that this is a (2n — 1)-dimensional real vector space, then the complex
line spanned by F(z) intersects this hyperplane in a real line, and the
argument of the number iib(z) is the angle by which we must rotate
the vector F (2) in its complex line to make it be real orthogonal to
X (2)

Applying the above result to wax, we can state the following:

Corollary 2.2. Suppose that the map—germ ¢F,X satisfies Milnor’s con-
dition at 0. Let F, and X. be analytic vector fields obtained, respec-
tively, by adding to F and X terms of sufficiently high degree. Then the
corresponding function wp_,x. satisfies Milnor’s condition at 0. More—

over, there exists a germ of homeomorphism h : (C‘, 0) —> (C", 0) such
that 1107. ,x. = wax 0 11—1-

3. THE WEIGHTED HOMOGENEOUS CASE

Definition 3.1. Given (r1,. .. zd1,. .. ,d,, ), positive integers, an
element f 6 C'(n,p) is weightedn homogeneous of type (r1,... ,rn .

dl, . .. ,d,,) if for all A 6 IR— {0} one has:

F(/\:r1, . .. ,/\a:n) = (A41 f1(x), Ad2f2(:1:), . ../\dpfp(a:))
The numbers r1,. .. ,r,, are the weights of ssh... ,:z:n. The integer
d = dl + - - ' + dp , is the total degree of f. (Note: These integers are
not unique!.)

Definition 3.2. i) Given weights (r1,. .. ,r,,) for ($1, . .. ,:rn), and a
monomial 33“ = as?" -.. . - mg", a = on + - - - + an , we define its filtration
by:

fil(:z: =Zar,.
ii) Given f e C(n,1), its filtrationis:

fil(f) = igf {fil(x") | (Z?) (0) 7A 0}
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a
where

70 means all the partial derivatives of f with respect to the
xi’s, with total degree a.
iii) Given f : (f1,. .. ,f,,) E C'(n,p), with fil(f,~) : di, we say thatf has filtration fil(f) = ((11,... ,(1,,).

We will be considering complex valued, real analytic functions, from
C" into (C. These can be regarded as functions into R2 : Let

f:C"—>C,
be real analytic. Its real and imaginary parts are,

f1=Ref=§(f+f), f2=1mf=§(f—f).
So, fl is weighted homogeneous if and only if f2 is weighted homoge-
neous, and in this case they have the same weights and total degree.

We now consider vector fields F and X such that the function 1p,“
is weighted homogeneous.

Example 3.1. i) Let

F(:v,y) = We") , X(x,y) = ($2113) ,

then Mas, y) = mp1? +ng3 , is weighted homogeneous of type (q+s,p+
r : (p + r)(q + s)) The corresponding function Max satisfies Milnor’s
condition at 0 if and only ifp yé r and q 76 s, by [9].

ii) Let F be as above, but take X(a:,y) = (yflx’), with p > r
and q > 3, then Max is weighted homogeneous of type (q + 3,1) + r :

(p + s)(q + T), but the function wax satisfies Milnor’s condition at 0 if
and only if r, s = 0, 1. If 1" = s = 0, then wplx is actually holomorphic,
so this follows from [5]. If r = s = 1, this is proved in [8]. If r = 0 and
s = 1, one has,

waxes, y) = x” 17 + y“,
and it is an exercise to show that its Jacobian matrix has rank 2 ev-
erywhere away from 0. It is also an exercise to show that if either 7“ or
s is > 1, then IIHT‘X does not satisfy Milnor’s condition at 0.
iii) More generally, if F(zl, . .. ,zn) is any vector field of the form

F(z) = (klqu ,knzf:),1.13

where the ai’s are integers > 1
, the ki’s are non-zero constant complex

numbers and zil, . . . ,z,-" is some (any) permutation of the components
of z, and if we take X(z) = (A1z1,...,/\nzn), /\i E C — {0}, then
the function if) is weighted homogeneous and it satisfies Milnor’s con-
dition, by [8]. Moreover, by [8], in this case the projection map of the
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corresponding fibre bundle is the obvious one

_f_d’:||f||
c.f. [3].

We remark that the fact that F and X be weighted homogeneous
is not sufficient, neither necessary, to guarantee that wp‘x is weighted
homogeneous.

Theorem 3.1. Let F and X be germs of real analytic vector fields in
(C‘,O) such that the map wpyx is weighted homogeneous and satisfies
Milnor’s condition at 0. Let F, and X, be analytic vector fields of the
form,

Ft(zit): (Fl( l+ 912( t,) F11(Z) +9n(z tll ,

X,(z,t)= (X1(z)+p1(zt) ,X,z( )+p,,(z,t)) ,

with F0 = F and X0 : X. Assume further that each 0, and each p,-

has total filtration > d in (21, . .. ,zn), |t| g 1, or filtration = d, for
sufficiently small values of |t|, where d is the total weight of ?/)Fyx. Then
the corresponding function wax satisfies Milnor’s condition at 0.

Proof:
With the hypothesis, wphx, will be a perturbation of Max of filtration

2 d. Hence, the result follows from [7], Proposition 2.2.

Example 3.2. ll'15‘(:::,y) : (:1:",y”) , X(s;,y) : (:1:’,_i/"') , then we can
take perturbations of liltration > (p-l— r)(q + s), or small perturbations
of filtration (p + r)(q + s). In fact one can be more precise: By [6],
Proposition 2.2, if F1, F2, X1 and X2 are as above, then the statements
of the theorem are true whenever we take 91 ,92 ,p1 ,p2 such that

fil(91)2v-(f1+5) , fil(92)2q-(p+r)
fil(p1)2 r - (q + S) , fil(pz) 2 8 ~ (WM)-

4. THE HOMOGENEOUS CASE

If F and X are homogeneous vector fields of degrees, say (1 and e
respectively. Then the function

W2) = EleZ) '7i(2),
is homogeneous of degree d+e. However, the function w can be homo—

geneous even if F and X are not homogeneous. For instance, consider
the vector fields in C2 defined by:

many) = (mph/q) , X(m,y) = (whys) -
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Then 1/1.($, y) = mpi’ + yqys , which is homogeneous whenever p + r :
q + s .

Theorem 4.1. Let F :(F1,...,F,,) and X = (X1,.,. ,X,,) be real
analytic vector fields in C" such that the function 1/) is homogeneous of
total degree d. Let F, and X. be analytic perturbations of F and X ,

i.e. analytic families of vector fields of the form,
Ft(z,t) —_— (F1(z) + 91(z,t), . .. ,F,,(z) + 0n(z,t)) ,

Xt(z,t) : (X1(z) + p1(z,t), . .. ,Xn(z) + pn(z,t)) ,

with F0 = F and X0 = X. Assume further that each Oi and each p,-

involves only terms in (zl,... ,zn) of degree > d, |t| _<_ 1, or degree
= d for sujficiently small values of |t| Then if wRX satisfies Milnor’s
condition at 0, then for each value of t, ibp_,x_ also satisfies Milnor’s
condition at 0.

We note that if F and X are homogeneous, then a” is homoge-
neous. In this case 4.1 can be refined:

Theorem 4.2. If F is homogeneous of degree d], X is homogeneous
of degree d2, and wax satisfies Milnor’s condition at 0, then for any
perturbation F, ofF of degree > dl in (2:1, . . . ,zn) and any perturbation
X, ofX of degree > dg in these variables, wp‘.’x‘ also satisfies Milnor’s
condition at 0. The same statement holds for sufi‘iciently small homo-
geneous perturbations ofF and X of degree dl and dz, respectively.

Proof:
With the hypothesis, 1/)p‘,x is homogeneous of degree d] + dg. It

follows from [6] that it” is (dl + d2)-C" —- ”IQ-determined, and every
sufficiently small perturbation of degree d1 + dz is CO — "ll-equivalent
to Max- Hence, the result follows.

Example 4.1. If X is of the form (A121, Agzg), A1, A2 6 (C, and Ft is
any vector field of the form

Ft (21, 22) = (21C +t91<21,22) ,
23: + 1602 (21, 22)) ,

where 61 and 62 contain only terms of total degree 2 It, then I/JFt,Xt
satisfies Milnor’s condition at 0.

5. VECTOR FIELDS OF MORSE TYPE

There is a particular case which is specially interesting. This is when
the germ of the vector field F at 0 is holomorphic with an isolated zero
at the origin, and X is the radial vector field X(z) = (zl, . . . ,z,,). Then
the variety

M: {zEC" |< F(z),X(z) >=O},
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is the set of points where the vector field F is tangent to the spheres
centered at 0. M is defined by two real analytic equations, so that
generically, M will have real codimension 2, and it will be singular
at 0 6 C". If M=0 or has real codimension 2 and is smooth away
from the origin, then F was defined in [1] to be of Morse type. It was
shown that in these cases one has a. nice topological description of the
phase portrait of F near the singular point. The solutions of F are all
transversal to M and each point in M is either a local minimal point in
its leaf, or else a saddle point; M — {0} has finitely many components,
each consisting entirely of local minimal points or saddle points. Away
from a tubular neighbourhood of M — {0}, the leaves are immersed
copies of the plane R2 or cylinders R2 — {0}, and the limit set of these
leaves is the origin. It is clear that if the function wax satisfies Milnor’s
condition at 0 then F is of Morse type.
The same statements hold if we deform the metric in C" and consider

the spheres corresponding to some other hermitian metric. Given a
Riemannian metric p, we say that F is a vector field of Morse type with
respect to p if M = {z E C”, O/ < F(z), fiz >= 0}, is a 2n—2-smooth
manifold away from zero, or reduces to 0, where A is the hermitian
matrix defining p.
Theorem 5.1. Let F be an analytic vector field of Morse type with
respect to some Riemannian metric p. Then :

(i) There exists an integer k such that every vector field G with
j"F(0) = jkG(0), is of Morse type with respect to p.

(ii) When F is homogeneous of degree It, any deformation G of F
by terms of degree > k is of Morse type with respect to p. The same is
true ifG is a sufficiently small deformation of F by terms of degree k.
Moreover, in all cases, the varieties wp,x'1(0) and we,x"1(0) are home-
omorphic.
Proof:
The result will follow, as before, by connecting the geometric defini-

tion with the finite determinacy of the real analytic map-germ lb. More
precisely, we know that F is of Morse type if and only if 1/1F,X restricted
to a neighbourhood of M — 0 is a submersion. It follows from [11] that
this last condition is equivalent to the finite determinacy of wax, with
respect to Mather’s contact group 1C. This proves (i).
The proof of (ii) follows from [6], Corollary 3.14.

Corollary 5.2. Let F be a homogeneous vector field in C”,0. Then,
the property of being of Morse type with respect to some Riemannian
metric p is robust with respect to small perturbations of the metric.
Proof:
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A small deformation of the metric will produce a small deformation
of ¢F,X of the same degree, and the result will follow again by [6],
Corollary 3.14.

We do not know whether the above result is true for weighted ho—

mogeneous vector fields, but we can see in the next example that the
previous arguments do no apply in this case.

Example 5.1. (see [1] and [10])
Given integers p 2 q > 2, let F be the vector field in (C2 defined by

F(zl,22) = (—ng_l,pzf_l). The solutions of F are the fibers of the
polynomial f(z1, 22) = zi’ + 23. The variety M of contacts consists of
the two axis {21 = 0}, {22 = 0} and the variety M’ 2 M{ (1 M5, where

Mi = {Z G (CZ/(Ilzzlq—2 = Philip—2},

M5 = {z 6 (CZ/q arg(22) = parg(z1)},
M — {0} is smooth of codimension 2, so F is of Morse type. In fact, it
follows that (see Example 3.5 in [1]) M' is a cone over a torus knot of
type (p,q), so that the pair (D, D H M') is homeomorphic to (D, D 0
f‘1(0)) by [5], where D is the unit ball.

Let 6 be a positive real number, 6 < 1, and A = < i i ) be a

perturbation of the usual hermitian metric in C2.
Then (lam,Z _—= —ng_121+pzf‘122—e(ng—l22+pzf‘121). When 6 z 0,

this map-germ is weighted homogeneous of type (q — 2,p — 2, pg — (p +
q)), but, with respect to the same weights, the filtrations of the terms
—e(qz‘2’_122) and -—e(pzf_121) are pq — 2q and pq — 2p, respectively.
Thus, 1/43,“ is a perturbation of the weighted homogeneous map-

gerrn i/JF’X by terms of higher and lower filtration than its weighted
degree, hence the previous results do not apply.
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